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The semicolon dreams. It isn’t one, but two. Brother and
sister. Mother and child. Egg and sperm. Zygotic. X and
Y. Chromosomal. A Bicameron over the corpus callosum
of the page. A greater and lesser brain, brontosaural. A
thought and its strange horn. The beginning and end of
sleep. A dream of dreaming and of waking. A hand and its
other becoming breath and its shadows, a one eye open,
a book.
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The ampersand dreams. Mother & child, the primordial &,
a mother’s arms around her child, the Moebius umbilical,
the inside out, the turning a portrait of itself, the between
one thing and another, the ‘and other’ connected, the hand
and its other, the breath and its shadow, the shadow’s
curl, the ampersand.
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hissing from the prison of its tittle.
An exclamation mark bent by the wind, a cupped hand
seeking purchase on the sleek face of the page.
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stop and its single ear, the question mark is an attempt
to pull something in, to connect by asking, the angler of
grammar, certainty growing an antler at sentence end.
The question mark is an ouroboros snake the moment
before catching its own tail. It is an inverted nose, a one
eyed bass clef, a quest which turns back, questioning as a
dog circles twice before sleep.
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interrogative spot in the thought map of thin air.
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elements perfectly in line with a ground that he cannot
see, like black holes precisely aligned in empty space and
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DARK MATTER PUNCTUATION
1.
A hidden comma curled like a seahorse in the mind.
Wraithlike periods, ghostly ellipses, the semicolons,
albino and invisible, spectres of phantom punctuation,
the incorporeal spirits of the mouth, gathering the
breathlessness of thought, runon and undivided, as if
between the narrow hands of parentheses.

2.
If the written word is weather fallen from the troposphere
of speech, punctuation, rising from the apostrosphere,
is the seasons, giving shape to the spoken year with its
ecliptic and paradoxes, its long summer dashes, its bitter
winter of exclamations. Grammar the preemptive counsel
of language before the chaos of the mouth.
3.
What would a sesquicolon look like? A decacolon?
A gigacolon?
The dark matter of punctuation, the metaphysic breath,
the beginning, the ending, the between of things. An
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of quotation marks, ‘air quotes where there is no air’,
language speaking the world into being with care,
compassion, inadvertence, pity, irony.
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The single horn of the exclamation mark, the shadow
of a unicorn surmounted by its long eburnean shadow,
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riding through the bright forest.
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morse code aspiring upwards, exclaiming toward the sky.
Is it an instruction: ‘exclaim here’, or a regret?: ‘it would
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The mark itself an exclamation, the midge of the full stop
stretched out, a throat, a smear, a cone of explosion.
A skid and then a sudden stop, long life short end or vice
versa, a sundial gnomon and its shadow tongue painted
by light.
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inverted.
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.At the end of a sentence a period, a full stop. Peer into its
darkness, a celestial sky so dark nothing is visible save
the darkness itself.
Or it’s some kind of cave, an inscrutable Lascaux, a dim
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Hear the shimmer of the cymbal and the erotic bleat of the
saxophone, the clink of mouthbound martini glasses, the
soft murmur of warriors.
Now lean closer, look as if through the aperture of a
microscope. There’s an entire city. A single swart cell. An
inkwell. The birthmark of the sentence. An insect whose
legs my brother removed. You raise your head and look
out at the room. Black ink from a silent movie gag circles
your eye.
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